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The Wishing Well
Beginning with this issue, we introduce opportunities for generous members to make a difference by underwriting compelling projects in the $1,000 to $5,000 range that are waiting for an angel. If you’re interested in any of
the following projects or would like a more detailed explanation of why they are needed and how much it will
cost, email or call Bill Hosley at hosley@newhavenmuseum.org or 203-562-4183 x 11.
#1 Landscape Improvements: remove exterior foundation plantings to protect building and improve curb appeal.
#2 New Haven Illustrated Gallery Improvements: repaint and fine tune the gallery—new wall color, refinish
floor, improve lighting, enlarge the exhibit’s photographic component.
#3 Web Site Additions: increase features to our web site including membership forms and ability to donate
funds online; list and sell select shop items; add “virtual exhibits”; access issues of our newsletter, and join a webbased membership community for “New Haven Colony Descendants” nationwide.
#4 Arts of New Haven Exhibition in the Clement Gallery: Reinstall and improve lighting, refinish floor, add
display platforms to highlight feature pieces from the collections.
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Adult Programs Featured in 2007

Winter/Spring 2007

The New Haven Museum and Historical Society is refocusing its efforts on programs,
lectures, tours and events for its members and friends. This year’s calendar will offer
many ways to explore our Museum and Whitney Library collections as well as the art,
architecture and culture of the New Haven region. Look for our feature exhibit lecture
series and our newest addition—New Haven Heritage Salons. You will find more detailed
information on the late winter/spring opportunities inside this issue or at our web site
www.newhavenmuseum.org.

The Era, Art & Legacy Feature Exhibition Lecture Series
The Era, Art and Legacy Lectures
will highlight aspects of the 1930s
Federal Arts Project throughout
New Haven and the nation, enhancing the recently opened exhibition. Join us as we explore New
Haven in the 1930s; celebrate the
murals and sculpture of New Haven; learn how the art is being preserved; and discover New Haven’s
Planning the Escape of place in this national program to
Goffe & Whalley,
employ artists and create public
Lucida W. Gregg
works of art.
NHMHS collection
All lectures begin at 5:30 p.m. in
the NHM&HS auditorium.
Reservations: please call 203.562.4183 x.10
Pre-registration guarantees a seat.
Admission:
Per lecture: $8 members $10 non-members
Series:
$20 members $25 non-members

Lectures:
May 23: A Decade in Contrasts: New
Haven in the 1930s, Amy Trout,
NHM&HS Curator - Explore the
challenges facing the city and the
events that shaped the 1930s era.
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June 6: FAP Murals & Sculpture: Saving the Art & Celebrating Their Legacy, Patricia Garland, Senior Conservator Yale Art Gallery & Francis Miller, ConservArt
LLC– Discover the steps needed to save these treasures
so they may continue to celebrate their communities.

Community Gallery Exhibition:
The New Haven Bar: From the Colonies to Today
The New Haven County Bar Association will celebrate the centennial of its charter by mounting an
exhibition that explores the legal profession in New
Haven. The New Haven Bar: From the Colonies to Today
will be on view from April 24 until October 27 and
will explore the role lawyers have played in setting the
standards and integrity of the legal profession in the

city for over
300 years.
The New Haven Bar will
also highlight New
Haven lawyers through
the years and cases of
national importance.

Sign from the Law Office of Alfred H. Terry,
painted wood, New Haven, circa 1850
NHMHS collection

NHMHS Vision
The Historical Society will be a
catalyst for new experiences in
local history and current events
as an inclusive center in greater
New Haven for historical
investigation, discussion and
interpretation.

Mission Statement
The New Haven Museum and
Historical Society is committed
to increasing knowledge and
inquiry and providing an understanding and appreciation of
greater New Haven history. Its
programs, exhibitions and collections aim to stimulate discovery and interpretation of the
past among a wide-ranging community of visitors, including
families, students and scholars.
The Society believes that an
appreciation of the past will
enable the public to make informed decisions and contributions to the future.

General Information
Museum & Library
Hours:
Tuesday—Friday
Saturday

10:00-5:00
12:00-5:00

Admission
Adults:
Seniors
Students
Children (6-17)
Under 6

$4.00
$3.00
$2.00
$2.00
Free

Contact Information
Phone: 203.562.4183
Fax:
203.562.2002
info@newhavenmuseum.org
www.newhavenmuseum.org
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A Sense of Place: A Survey of Connecticut Architecture

Director’s Letter
Meeting with our new president Mike
Iannuzzi in November we identified a
few key objectives for the year ahead.
We will review each of our core operations – library, museum, education and
facilities – and determine how to make
them more effective and selfsustaining.
You may have read the recent
(December 31, 2006) New York Times
feature on how Colonial Williamsburg
is coping with declining visitation and
historical inquiry nationwide by selling
off assets – in this case Williamsburg’s
off-site Carter’s Grove historic house
museum.
This story couldn’t be more timely as
we continue to grapple with the fate of
the Pardee Morris House. As many of
you know, the Society’s trustees voted
to transfer it to private ownership with
preservation restrictions two years ago.
It was hard to face. We operated Pardee Morris as a museum for 80 years
without a dime of state or municipal
support. I have long believed that
house museums – at their best – are
America’s most important and distinctive museum experiences. I’ve visited
hundreds of house museums over the
years and share with our curator Amy
Trout and educator Jennifer WhiteDobbs strong convictions about how
to make good ones great. But we face
an array of challenges and unless Pardee Morris is transformed into something outstanding it is better off in private hands. This isn’t a preference. It’s
a necessity.
At the time of this writing Alder-

women Arlene DePino and the East
Shore Neighborhood Association
are advocating for
substantial public
funds to get the
house back on
track. We’re involved in discussions
with the New Haven Public Library
about a reading room/branch library
collaboration there. The East Shore Association is making an appeal for state
bonding funds to save the house for
public use. A citizen angel or two would
help. If you would like to write a letter
of support, email me and I’ll provide
additional details and contact information.
As we grapple with the continuing challenge of making New Haven’s oldest
civic cultural organization relevant and
indispensable, it’s clear that one of the
solutions will be to plant our flag firmly
in place, declaring that New Haven matters, traditions matter, real things matter
and that places devoid of “place markers,” as I call them, risk being lost in a
sea of homogenization. Unique cultural
attractions and archival repositories like
ours provide greater New Haven with a
sense of memory and allure.

Longtime friend and past Seal of the
City recipient Doris Townshend analyzed the results of approximately 100
survey forms filled out by our members.
We learned a lot of things that WILL
influence our priorities in the year
ahead. We learned that photographs are
the most popular part of our collection
Past to Present

Antiquarian and Landmark Society’s Lecture Series, March 2007
Lectures:
•

March 14: Beauty & the Beast: 300
Years of CT Architecture - Bill Hosley

gives a fast-paced survey of the state’s
built environment, 17th—20th century.
•
18th century Watson House, Windsor Hill

For the fourth year, the Historical Society is hosting the Antiquarian and
Landmarks Society annual lecture series. This year’s program A Sense of

Place: A Survey of Connecticut Architecture will explore the state’s rich

ology provides a more complete picture
of daily life in the colonial era.

•

architectural heritage over 4 weeks.
Audience members will view images of
some of Connecticut’s most significant buildings
and learn about
•
the exciting
techniques historians use to
uncover the
past.
Ebenezer Sprague House
Anodover, CT

Time: 5:30 pm
Reservations, please call A&L:
860.247.8996, ext. 23.
Admission:
Per lecture: $8 members $10 non
Series:
$25 members $35 non

March 21: Secrets Underground: What
Archaeology Can Contribute to Interpretation of Everyday Household Life—
Mary Harper examines how archae-

March 28: Eighteenth Century Architecture Three Ways— Dr. James Sexton
studies of three 18th century homes:
Bush-Holley House, Greenwich; Joseph
Webb House,Wethersfield; and New
Haven’s Pardee-Morris House .

April 4: Beyond the March of Styles:
Architecture and Urban Space in Victorian New London— Dr. Abigail A. Van
Slyck discusses how buildings shaped

the experience of the
people who
lived and
worked on
State Street
in the 19th
century.

New London’s city
municipal building.

NHMHS
Board of Directors
Michael Iannuzzi - President
Paula Armbruster
Norman Bender
Elsie Chapman
Patricia Crisco
Niall Ferguson
Karyn Gilvarg
David Grigsby
Dr. Gilbert Hogan
Rick Jennings
Elise K. Kenney
Anthony J. Lasala
Jane Moore McGinn, Ph.D.
Walter R. Miller
Marta Elisa Moret
Troy Resch
Andrew Rubenoff
John R. Sholtis, Jr.
Leland Torrence
Jeremy G. Zimmerman

NHMHS Staff
Bill Hosley
Executive Director
James Campbell
Librarian & Curator of Manuscripts
Bonnie Campbell
Reference Consultant

Family Programs Feature History and Art

Maureen Montross
Executive Assistant

The Historical Society family programs bring learning and fun to children of all ages.

Francis Skelton
Reference Consultant

April School Vacation Week:
Kids ages 8—11 are invited to the
Mural Madness program Wednesday
April 18 from 10—11:30 am. Explore
the Federal Arts Exhibit and become a
muralist yourself! Registration required. $5 members, $8 non.

Kids’ Korners Summer Programs:
Families with young children—mark
your calendars for our third season of
Kids’ Korners, Wednesday from 10:3011:30:
July: 11, 18, 25
August: 1, 8, 15
Families, don’t forget to check at the
front desk for the Art Seek and
Museum Mysteries Gallery Activities
and become history detectives!

Amy Trout
Museum Curator
Jennifer White-Dobbs
Director of Education
M. Ottilia Koel
Libararian & Curator of Manuscripts
Emerita
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The New Haven Heritage Salons Explore Issues Past & Present
The New Haven Museum debuts its New Haven Heritage Salon Series – programs involving learning, leisure, socializing, and refreshments. The evenings will include a
panel discussion and conversation with the audience. Refreshments and light hors
d’oeuvres will round out the event. Look for our next Salon later in the year.

An Evening with Edmund Sinnott: Slides & Conversation about New
England Church Architecture & Preservation— Yale Professor of Botany,

First Congregational Church,
by David Hoadley, 1810
Orange CT
Whitney Library, MSS B-28

Edmund Sinnott (1888-1968) is alive and well in the extraordinary archive of photographs and writings he and collaborator Jerold Manter produced during the 1940s70s on New England Church architecture. These wonderful images and records will
drive the discussion as we explore the issues surrounding church heritage stewardship. These buildings give shape, form and meaning to our environment and in
many Connecticut towns they are the single most prominent architectural landmarks and many are now at risk.
Date & Time: February 27th 5:30—7:30 pm
Registration: 203.562.4183 x.10 or info.newhavenmuseum.org
Admission: $15 members
$20 nonmembers

Periscope—Great Things to See and Do in & Around New Haven
A visit to the New Haven & Derby Railroad
Club in Orange, Connecticut
I recently took a call from a Chuck Fleischman of Milford seeking documentation for a model recreating the
19th century appearance of the Long Wharf railroad
and port depot in New Haven. Not surprisingly we
have tons of stuff including photographs, maps and
manuscripts. It sparked my curiosity so I went out one
evening to the Club’s facility in the Academy Building
of the Orange Historical Society in Orange Center and
saw what they’re up to.
For more than 20 years, this modest club has been
painstakingly preserving the memory of an obscure but
fascinating slice of American railroad history – which
is the story of the 13 mile section of railroad once
known as the New Haven & Derby Railroad – a section of track that ran from Long Wharf up the Valley
to Shelton and Derby and then connected by other
lines to New York and the West.
I am not a railroad buff – though always enjoy interacting with those who are. One the most evocative museum displays I’ve ever seen is the approximately 900
square foot super realistic diorama of Cincinnati, complete with working model trains, at the Cincinnati Historical Society headquartered inside that city’s monumental Art Deco railroad station. Imagine such a thing
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for New Haven, with
its enormous and
important railroading history (see
www.nhrhta.org).
On a modest scale
this Club is doing
history skillfully and
with imagination and passion. I Club President Joel Mandell
and “Shelton” Station
was fascinated to see how, over
the course of 20 years, they’ve
painstakingly recreated a series of connected civic landscapes, precisely recreating specific buildings, tracks
and, in the case of Shelton, an existing canal and dam
so that beyond playing with trains, worthwhile in its
own right, they are also preserving a sense of time and
place. Dioramas like this are extraordinary teaching
tools that provide a jumping off point for discussing
how industrial communities looked and functioned.
Like the Revolutionary and Civil War reenactors who
have done as much as the best historians and filmmakers at focusing public attention on the American experience, the community of railroad enthusiasts deserve recognition. Evidence is overwhelming that this
is one area of contemporary life where history is alive
and well.
Bill Hosley
Past to Present

and that ethno-cultural collections, colonial arts, music, historic cemeteries and anti-slavery and social justice history also matter to you.
As we augment our adult public programs we now
know that the preferred times for programs are weekdays at 5:30pm and Sunday afternoons.
Those members who use the library cite it as their primary reason for joining. Library patrons are especially
interested in early New Haven, architecture and genealogy, in that order.
It was suggested that we host book discussion groups
and an antiquarian book fair, Saturday activities for
families, and summer and vacation week camps and
programs for kids.
We heard that the Colony Shop “needs to be livened
up” with more area history books and collectionrelated merchandize and souvenirs.

There were complaints about our parking lot; the cost
of special events; the need to upgrade our permanent
exhibitions (see Wishing Well), the condition of Pardee
Morris (stay tuned), the cost of photocopying (we responded immediately by cutting the price), the custom
of requiring visitors to sign in (we’ve now done away
with it), lack of Saturday hours for the library (also
now fixed), lack of adult public programs (see this issue), and low public profile (stay tuned).
This is not just “grist for the mill,” it’s a mandate for
change. Stay tuned and by all means drop by and
make our place yours!

Bill Hosley
Executive Director
hosley@newhavenmuseum.org

Message from the President
Thank you for the honor and the challenge of being
the 27the President of the New Haven Colony Historical Society and the first President chosen to lead the
New Haven Museum & Historical Society. As we
enter into a new era, there must be a connection of
our past accomplishments to our future success. In
order to make that connection we have an obligation
to Listen, Learn, and Lead. Listen to our members,
our staff, our executive director, our board, our past
leadership, and our community; and as we listen we
must learn and the knowledge we gain will assist us in
leading the NHM&HS forward.
My goal is to have a Well Informed Board and a Well
Informed Community. We need to be well informed as
we are the ambassadors who need to speak with
passion and understanding to increase awareness and
membership. Partnerships must be formed with the
Business Community to create greater awareness with
the General Community. We must embrace the

Academic Community that surrounds us and work
diligently to strengthen that relationship. We are
capable of creating excitement and a Buzz in the
community about who we are and what we do.
We are fortunate to have a great staff. The experience
and passion of our Executive Director, Curator,
Librarian and Director of Education will lead the way
toward a successful future. Collectively the Board of
Directors has the talents needed to successfully
handle the affairs of the NHM&HS. But it will be our
passion that will lead the New Haven Museum and
Historical Society to a new era of greatness.
As we enter 2007, I look forward to working with
everyone and if we listen, learn and lead then together
we can make history.
Michael P. Iannuzzi
President of the Board
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From the Collection: Portrait Busts

by Amy Trout, Curator

Webster -- two great Americans that represent leadership and education, respectively.
Sculptural busts reached their height of popularity in
the late 19th century, when mass production allowed
middle-class households to own wooden and plaster
figural sculpture and memorial busts for display in
family parlors or libraries.
One such example in our collection is a bust of Ulysses
S. Grant by Bernard Dreyfuss, signed with a June 1885
patent and copyright date on the back. Grant died in
July of 1885 and Dreyfuss’s version is often referred to
as “the mourning bust”. Although Grant is immortalized in numerous statues, the Dreyfuss bust was small
and lightweight, making it perfect for a home, office, or
school room.
Noah Webster,
By Chauncey Bradley Ives, Plaster, c. 1860
NHMHS collection

In this digital age when anyone’s image can be
captured for a few seconds of fame on the internet, in
web casts, and the like, it seems hard to believe there
was a time when being immortalized meant having
your portrait painted or your likeness sculpted,
carved, or cast in plaster. The New Haven Museum
and Historical Society has several forms of “image
memorials” in its collections. In 2006, we displayed
eight, 19th century portraits that memorialized local
service men in an exhibition entitled Men in Uniform. In our newest exhibition on the Federal Art
Project in New Haven, we display two carved bas
reliefs of civic and school leaders that were done
during the WPA-era art relief project. Another form
of “image memorial”, often overlooked in museum
collections, is the sculptural bust.
Plaster and marble busts memorialize heads of state,
famous classical figures, and civic leaders but also
served as inspiration to students and the average
citizen. It is no surprise that in our museum lobby are
plaster busts of George Washington and Noah
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The Society owns several other busts, both
plaster and marble -some easily identified,
others not. Matching
names with faces is not
as easy as it sounds
when so many of the
subjects are depicted
clad in classical robes.
Most of our busts reside in storerooms,
awaiting further research and/or conservation.
Plaster and marble
busts bring a new
dimension to the
concept of the image
memorial.

From the Whitney Library:

The Dana Collection Digitization Project
By James Campbell, Librarian & Curator of Manuscripts
In the 1930’s and 40’s Arnold Guyot Dana devoted
himself to compiling a 150 volume scrapbook
collection which he called “New Haven Old and
New.” This unique resource contains many original
photographs, maps, booklets, and even some original
manuscripts. It is arranged both by geography (there
are seven volumes for Chapel Street) and by subject
(businesses, schools, clubs, churches, etc.). Many of
these pages contain items obtainable nowhere else.
This collection has been a part of the Whitney
Library for many years. Mr. Dana’s daughter, Mrs.
Philip English, arranged to have the scrapbooks
microfilmed and his grandson, James D. English,
spent much time in the 1980’s indexing the
collection. It is used almost daily by researchers.
It was determined that another approach to the
collection needed to be found. The originals seemed
to be used too often and the quality of the copies
made from the microfilm was poor. The Dana/
English family continued their involvement with this
collection and agreed to fund the digitization of the
scrapbooks.
The rationale for this approach was three-fold:

General Ulysses S. Grant,
By Bernard Dreyfuss,
Plaster, copyrighted June 24, 1885
NHMHS collection

Who’s head would you want on your desk or in your
home?
Who’s face would inspire you?
Past to Present

Librarian James Campbell assists patron
Zoe Resch with the new computer station.

It was determined to contract the services of Spalding
Office Systems in Monroe, Connecticut to do the job.
The Library had dealt with that firm in the past and it
was felt that a local company would be easier to deal
with, especially since the scrapbooks had to be taken
offsite for the scanning process. Put Morgan from Spalding did the work and has provided significant advice
to the Library about the project.

1. Security – the originals and the microfilm were
both stored in the same building. Having been
scanned, the material can be kept on disks and
easily stored offsite;

A new computer and a high-quality laser printer were
secured and are now to be found in the Reading Room.
Many patrons have already begun to make use of the
new format.

2. Preservation – the originals were overused and we
could not expect them to hold up under such use,
and;

It is a significant step forward for the Whitney Library
to have achieved this goal of providing digital access to
what is no doubt our most important single collection.

3. Copies can be easily made from the digital version
which are far superior to those available from the
microfilm. Indeed, photograph quality copies can
be made with this new technology. In addition,
there is the possibility of additional enhancements in the future, even online accessibility.

Members of the Historical Society are welcome to visit
and have a look at this new technology.
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July 1, 2005 – June 30, 2006
New Haven Museum & Historical Society

NHM&HS Calendar of Events for Winter & Spring 2007
February
27: New Haven Heritage Salon Series —An Evening with Edmund Sinnott: Slides & Conversation about New England
Church Architecture& Preservation (see article on pg. 8)
5:30-7:30 pm

March
14: A&L Lecture Series — Beauty & the Beast: 300 Years of Connecticut Architecture
5:30 pm, Bill Hosley

please call A&L to register**

21: A&L Lecture Series — Secrets Underground: What Archaeology Can Contribute to Interpretation
of Everyday Household Life
5:30 pm, Mary G. Harper
please call A&L to register**
22: Whitney Library Associates Program — Timothy Dwight’s Travels *
5:00 pm, Bill Hosley
28: A&L Lecture Series—Eighteenth Century Architecture Three Ways
5:30 pm, Dr. James Sexton (featuring the Pardee-Morris House)

please call A&L to register**

April

Since its founding in 1862, NHM&HS has been a community organization. The success of its programs, exhibits and collections is dependent upon the support of individuals and businesses. The supporters listed below
gave us the ability to offer changing exhibits, programs for children and adults and the opportunity for visitors to
conduct research using one-of-a-kind archival resources. While this listing features those who gave significant
funds during our 2005-2006 fiscal year, all contributions are critical to our success.
Thank you for your support.
Clement, Constance

NewAlliance Foundation, Inc.

Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson &
Abbott

Crosby, Susan

Turner Construction

Days, Drew S.

English Family

United Illuminating

DeAngelo, Mr. & Mrs. Anthony

Westerfield, Carolyn H.

English, James

Woolston, Joseph L. MD

English, Richard

Transformers (Over $10,000)

Benefactors ($5,000 - $9,999)
Alexander, Martha & James

Coleman, David

Francis, William

Connecticut Humanities Council

Director’s Circle ($500 - $999)

Grauer, Betsy & Len

Iannuzzi, Michael P.

Anonymous

Greenberg, Stanley & DeLauro, Rosa

Yale University &
Yale School of Medicine

Bell, Richard G. & Anne W.

Harrity, Robert

Carter, David & Louise

Harvey, Mr & Mrs Hubbell

Chapman, Elsie

Hebda, Mark

Patrons ($2,500 - $4,999)

Crawford, Cathy & John

Hegel, Richard & Linda

May

Connecticare

Hegel, Richard

Hubbell, Mr. & Mrs. Harvey

9: Whitney Library Associates Program — The Dana Digitization Project*
5:00 pm, James Campbell

Tyler, Sara

Lorimer, Linda & Ellis, Charley

Kenna III, Frank

Wiggin & Dana

Lyons, Nancy & Robert J. Sr.

Kenna, Frank & Joan

MacMullen, Eugene

Koizim, Harvey & Ruth

President’s Cabinet ($1,000 - $2,499)

McAdam, James D.

LaSala, Anthony

30: The Era, Art & Legacy Lecture Series— When Walls Could Talk: CT WPA & Section Murals in
Their Historical Context
5:30 pm, Bruce Chambers

Anonymous

Monson, Thomas Foundation

Lender, Marvin & Helaine

Armbruster, Paula

Thomas, James & Deborah

Monteith, Walt & Jane

Arons, Dr. Marvin & Gloria

Williams, Francis H.

Milbank, Marian B.

June

Herman, Dr. Barry E.

4: A&L Lecture Series—Beyond the March of Styles: Architecture and Urban Space in Victorian New London
5:30 pm, Dr. Abigail A. Van Slyck
please call A&L to register**
18: School Vacation Week Program – Mural Madness
10:00—11:30 am, ages 8—11 registration required
24: The New Haven Bar: From the Colonies to Today exhibit opens to the public

23: The Era, Art & Legacy Lecture Series—A Decade in Contrasts: New Haven in the 1930s
5:30 pm, Amy Trout,

6: The Era, Art & Legacy Lecture Series— FAP Murals & Sculpture: Saving the Art & Celebrating Their Legacy,
5:30 pm, Patricia Garland & Francis Miller
Pre-registration encouraged for all programs, please call 203.562.4183 x. 10 or info@newhavenmuseum.org
*For Whitney Library Associates Programs please call: 203.562.4183 x.15 ($10 NHM&HS members, $15 non members)
**To register for Antiquarian and Landmark Society Lectures please call A&L at: 860.247.8996 x.23
For more information on upcoming programs and events, please visit www.newhavenmuseum.org.

Paolella, Philip

New Haven Women's Club

Contributors ($100 - $499)

Schenck, Anne

Newton, David

Andreassi, Mr. & Mrs. James

Steinbach, Gay

Reese, William S.

Arons, Dr. Jeffrey

Stone, Dr. Elsa

Rose, Ms. Allen

Bartlett, Prof. Beatrice S.

Suzio, Len

SBC

Bixler, Roland

Waith, Eugene M.

Cavanaugh, Marcia

